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Abstract

In order to overcome challenges of traditional deliberation approaches that often silo information exchange between synchronous and asynchronous modes therefore hindering effective deliberation, we present a hybrid framework combining Large Language Models (LLMs) and human-in-the-loop curation to generate argument maps from deliberation transcripts. This approach aims to enhance the efficiency and quality of the generated argument maps, promote transparency, and connect the asynchronous and synchronous deliberation modes. Finally, we outline a realistic deliberation scenario where this process can be successfully integrated.

1. Introduction

Deliberation processes are important mechanisms for collaborative decision-making, fostering informed choices across a wide array of domains (Vaculín et al., 2013; Owen, 2015). Traditionally, these processes occurred through either synchronous (in-person or real-time online) discussions or asynchronous (such as online discussion forums) (Wright and Street, 2007). However, the distinction to synchronous and asynchronous consists of a siloed approach to deliberation that creates barriers to information exchange, development of shared understanding and subsequently consensus building and other elements that consist of effective deliberation (Friess and Eilders, 2015).

Recent advancements in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and particularly in Large Language Models (LLMs) have created promising paths to structure and synthesise information such as unstructured dialogue, i.e. free-flowing conversation (e.g. transcripts of meetings, online chat conversations) or semi-structured data (e.g. interviews, XML documents, and others) (Naveed et al., 2023; Serban et al., 2016). They possess the potential to generate structured discourse data (e.g. argument graphs or key points) (Chen et al., 2023). This may be the unblocker to overcome some of the challenges associated with traditional deliberative processes. Nonetheless, despite their impressive performance, LLMs are not without limitations; they are still susceptible to misinterpretation (Turpin et al., 2024), hallucinations (Yé et al., 2023), inaccuracies (Guo et al., 2023), therefore making them unreliable to be used in sensitive applications (like public deliberation that has significant impact in decision making).

To address these shortcomings, we propose an approach involving a human-in-the-loop (HTIL) model ((Zanzotto, 2019)) to curate and filter LLM-generated outputs before integrating them into asynchronous debate platforms. This paper explores the potential of this hybrid framework to bridge the gap between synchronous and asynchronous deliberation modes, promoting accountability, transparency and more accurate and informed decision making.

2. Related work

2.1. Imperfect AI

Despite rapid advancements in the field, AI systems remain imperfect and likely will continue to be for the foreseeable future. Errors can arise from biases embedded in training data, limitations of the algorithms themselves, or unpredictable real-world inputs (Suresh and Guttag, 2019; Mehrabi et al., 2021). Furthermore, the “black-box” nature of many deep learning models hampers explainability, obscuring the logic behind potentially erroneous outputs (Samek et al., 2019). This persisting imperfection highlights the critical need for human oversight and intervention, especially in high-stakes domains. Recent work by Bussone et al. (2015) demonstrates how faulty AI-generated explanations can even worsen the situation, leading to unwarranted trust and potentially harmful decisions. Therefore, in contexts where safety, accuracy, and fairness are paramount, human-in-the-loop approaches remain essential for mitigating risks, ensuring ethical outcomes, and ultimately fostering responsible AI integration (Lee et al., 2020; Leslie, 2019).

2.2. Human-AI collaboration

Human-AI is focusing on the effective integration of human intelligence with the power of AI. Such collaboration holds the potential to surpass the limitations of either humans or AI working alone (Wilson and Daugherty, 2018; Passi and Vovoreanu, 2022).
To achieve various levels of collaboration, workflows such as human-in-the-loop (HITL), where AI provides assistance with humans retaining decision authority, and human-on-the-loop (HOTL), focusing on constant human oversight, have seen extensive exploration (Liu et al., 2014). Additionally, recent studies advocate for a human-in-command approach (Wescche and Sonderegger, 2019; Bostrom and Yudkowsky, 2018) stressing the necessity of maintaining ultimate human control in critical applications.

2.3. Argument mining using LLMs

Argument mining, the task of identifying and extracting argumentative structures from text (Cabrio and Villata, 2018; Lawrence and Reed, 2020), has seen significant advancements with Large Language Models (LLMs), such as OpenAI’s GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), Google’s Gemini (Team et al., 2023), Anthropic’s Claude (Azzolini and Pomponio, 2019) and others. LLMs’ ability to understand and generate complex language enables more nuanced argument extraction (Kashefi et al., 2023), offering the potential to improve argument component identification, relationship classification, and even argumentative summarisation (Reimers et al., 2019; Lauscher et al., 2022; Elaraby and Litman, 2022). This opens up opportunities for automated analysis of large-scale debates, supporting decision-making, and facilitating critical thinking. However, challenges remain. LLMs can conflate correlation with causation, leading to the identification of spurious arguments (Jin et al., 2023). Additionally, biases inherent in the LLM’s training data can propagate into argument identification (Acerbi and Stubbersfield, 2023). Despite these limitations, LLM-based argument mining holds significant promise for understanding and structuring complex discourse.

3. Proposed Method

We propose a curated method for argument map creation from conversational data (specifically from transcripts of informal or formal meetings) that prioritises both accuracy and automation, combining the capabilities of computational tools and the critical reasoning by humans. This hybrid Human-AI approach involves:

- **Initial AI Processing**: We utilise LLM prompting to mine arguments (identify argumentative components) from the transcript of conversations. The transcripts consist of written records of what was said in a meeting, speech, interview or any other spoken event; in our case we use video captions (.srt files) that is easily accessible (though not ideal as there is no speaker identification). We build the argument map using the simplified IBIS model ([Kunz and Rittel, 1970]), i.e. organising arguments into positions and pro (supporting) or con (opposing) arguments. An illustrative method for extracting arguments from textual transcripts using Large Language Models (LLMs) to the Issue-Based Information System (IBIS) argumentation scheme is shown in Prompt 1. Note that to facilitate transparency and provenance, we emphasize the inclusion of original transcript snippets alongside generated arguments.

- **Human Annotation and Curation**: At this stage the generated argument map is presented to a human curator where they annotate each argument node across several evaluation dimensions inspired by Argument Mining evaluation frameworks (e.g. Sofi et al. (2022)) such as **Groundedness** (Levonian et al. (2023) - whether the argument generated is based on the input text), **Context Relevance** (whether it draws from the surrounding text - it relates to the connected argument) and others. Such annotation process can be logged using modern software such as trulens1. Human curators are enabled to confirm the inclusion of each argument node, edit the content of it or change the connection links to each. To facilitate this process we use several visual assistance aids that we explain further in Section 3.2. The curated versions of the argument maps are later used to as ground truth examples to finetune the LLM used in the initial AI processing stage.

- **Semantically connect and merge with other argument maps**: At this stage we proceed to import into the curated argument map into an established database of argument maps/debates. We identify similar arguments by comparing the semantic similarity of the argument nodes (using e.g. argueBERT (Behrendt and Harmeling, 2021)). We proceed to merge the similar arguments following again a curation workflow (asking humans to select whether to combine the two arguments by generating via LLM a summary of the two or just denote explicitly the similarity of both but keep separated).

- **Key-Point analysis and summarisation**: Upon creating the final argument map, we proceed to create a summarised view, i.e. automatically extracting the core arguments or essential messages from the collection of arguments (using key point analysis (Bar-Haim et al., 2020)).

---

1 [https://www.trulens.org/](https://www.trulens.org/)
Prompt 1: Extract key positions and argument from transcript

Below is a transcript from a debate in the European parliament:

- {{ TRANSCRIPT TEXT FROM SRT FILE }}

What are the main positions and arguments for and against given in the above? Provide those in a bulleted list like:
- Position N: <position_text>
  – Arguments supporting Position N (pro arguments):
    — <argument text N.p.i>
  – Arguments against Position N (con arguments):
    — <argument text N.c.j>

Do not include supporting or opposing arguments if they do not exist. Make sure you include only arguments or positions that appear in the given text. To make sure that this is the case, on each argument or position include the timestamp that this is mentioned in the given text.

3.1. Example

We present here the output of the application of such prompting in a sample taken from “Economic Dialogue with Christine Lagarde” in the European Parliament in Figure 1. Our analysis revealed significant variation in the outputs generated by the different models used. As expected, GPT3.5, exhibits the weakest performance, producing a comparatively simplistic representation of the arguments presented in the example transcript. Interestingly, the outputs from the two more proficient models (GPT4 and Gemini Advanced) displayed distinct characteristics. It is noteworthy that Gemini Advanced deviated from the instructed format and fully omitted any counter-arguments (con arguments) from its representation.

3.2. Curation workflow and interface

The output of the initial AI processing, while demonstrating promising accuracy, cannot guarantee perfect results. Therefore, we propose a following human-in-the-loop curation workflow that incorporates several design elements:

1. Confidence Indicators: We display confidence levels derived from the probability of each generated token, presented visually as a highlight with red color in case of low logit probability.

2. Alternative Outputs: The workflow provides a selection of alternative outputs for curators to choose from, enhancing decision-making and refining the extracted arguments. Alternative outputs can come from invocation of different models (as shown in our example, outputs significantly vary according to the used model), use of different prompts or chunking strategies.

3. Editable Argument Tree with Drag-and-Drop Functionality: Users can directly manipulate the generated argument tree. Transcript chunks or individual arguments can be repositioned within the tree, allowing for intuitive restructuring and refinement.

4. Approval and Confidence Assessment: Each argument node offers either a simple approval/rejection mechanism (checkmark/cross mark) or a granular confidence slider (0-100%). In case of multiple annotators, we can follow a simple majority agreement to ensure reliable results.

Crucially, for points 3 and 4, the system retains a historical log of actions (approvals, changes, dismissals). This historical record is a crucial element for ensuring transparency, accountability, and ultimately, trust in the quality of the final curated argument structure - as it allows the reconstruction of decision-making processes and providing rich explanations for the final curated argument structure.

3.3. Evaluation design

For the systematic evaluation of the workflow described in Section 3.2 we consider the following hypotheses:

H1: Different LLM models impact the quality of generated argument maps

H2: Human-in-the-loop curated argument maps exhibit an improvement in quality compared to argument maps generated solely by automated methods

Regarding dataset, we shall focus on transcripts for argument mining tasks that are deliberation contextualised (e.g. M-Arg Mestre et al. (2021)). Both H1 and H2 can be tested by asking domain experts (human annotators) to evaluate the quality and coherence of argument extractions from each LLM candidate and with or without human curation or/and with the use of computational metrics (accuracy, F1) against the reference dataset. This can be
Position 1: Concern about inflation levels
- Arguments supporting Position 1 (pro arguments):
  - Inflation fell to 2.4% in November 2023, reaching its lowest level since July 2021 (Chapter 1)
  - Inflation increased again to 2.9% in December 2023 (Chapter 1)
  - The recent increase was mainly due to upward base effects for the cost of energy (Chapter 2)
  - Inflation levels are considerably lower compared to the average annual inflation in 2023 (Chapter 2)
  - ECB is determined to ensure that inflation returns to its 2% medium-term target (Chapter 2)

Position 2: Impact of ECB’s monetary policy on inflation
- Arguments supporting Position 2 (pro arguments):
  - Tight financing conditions are dampening demand and helping to push down inflation (Chapter 3)
  - ECB’s interest rate increases are being transmitted forcefully into financing conditions (Chapter 3)
  - ECB’s forward-looking wage structure signals strong wage pressures, but agreements suggest some levelling (Chapter 11)
  - Wage pressure for 2024 hinges particularly on ongoing and upcoming negotiations (Chapter 11)
  - Contribution of unit profits to domestic price pressures continued to decline, suggesting that wage increases are buffered by profit margins (Chapter 12)

Arguments supporting Position 2 (pro arguments):
- Arguments supporting Position 2:
  - The euro area has grown from 11 to 20 countries, demonstrating the currency’s expanding influence and integration within Europe (00:02:16.000).
  - Support for the euro among citizens is close to record levels, reflecting its acceptance and perceived benefits (00:02:16.000).
  - The ECB’s monetary policy has been instrumental in navigating financial and COVID crises, underscoring the central bank’s role in maintaining economic stability (00:03:16.000).

Position 2: The euro’s significance and performance over 25 years
- Arguments supporting Position 2:
  - The euro has been a success story, delivering simplicity, stability, and sovereignty to its member states. (Chapter 17)

Arguments supporting Position 2 (pro arguments):
- Mandate focus: The ECB has responded forcefully to inflation surges, demonstrating a commitment to price stability. (Chapter 18)
- Climate adaptation: The ECB is incorporating climate change considerations into monetary policy operations. (Chapter 19)
- Digital innovation: The ECB’s ongoing work on the digital euro shows a willingness to adapt to technological shifts. (Chapter 20)

Figure 1: Example of argument map generations from transcript of Economic Dialogue with Christine Lagarde in European Parliament. Variations of output using (i) GPT3.5, (ii) GPT4 and (iii) Gemini Advanced. The presented is a fraction of the generated output due to space constraints

4. Use case
Further to the systematic evaluation, we envision to incorporate the above described method into a deliberation scenario where a policy organisation utilises the LISTEN-REFRAME-ACT (L-R-A) method to broader citizen and expert engagement on public policy issues. The L-R-A method is a structured approach to public deliberation that: The LISTEN phase emphasizes on deep understanding of the diverse perspectives surrounding an issue. In the REFRAME phase, based on the insights from the LISTEN phase, the participants focus on re-framing the issue collaboratively, developing more inclusive, evidence-based narratives and exploring potential solutions. In the last ACT phase, the re-framed understanding and ideas are transformed into actionable proposals.

Traditionally all of the above phases are carried out in physical settings. The proposed transcript-to-argument-graph conversion method offers a powerful solution. It enables importing LISTENING phase insights directly into an online deliberation platform. By systematically analyzing transcripts, extracting key arguments, and incorporating LLM-assisted refinement, this method enables the successful transition from unstructured discussions to argumentative structure discussion. The generated argument maps can be used to seed further focused online discussions, providing a grounded starting point for the REFRAME and ACT phases. This integration ensures that the valuable insights from the LISTENING phase are effectively carried forward into the online deliberation, enhancing the process’s richness and inclusivity.

5. Conclusions
This paper has presented an approach for argument map creation from transcript text that offers a synergistic approach, combining the efficiency of computational automation with the depth of human critical thinking, therefore getting results superior to either in isolation. Our method empowers untrained users to effectively construct argument maps, addressing a known challenge highlighted
in prior research (e.g. Le et al., 2013). Crucially, our approach maintains human control throughout the process, ensuring transparency and accountability in the resulting argument map. This fosters trust between users and the generated outcomes. Moreover, this method has the potential to facilitate the fluid exchange from synchronous to asynchronous deliberation modes. Future development could explore the integration of chain-of-thought (Wei et al., 2022) or tree of thoughts (Yao et al., 2024) reasoning for improving the performance of the AI pre-processing and also mitigate dependence on prompt engineering. Importantly, while the method seeks to mitigate individual subjectivity through majority agreement, human annotation of what consists argument or position remains inherently susceptible to personal perspectives. Finally, the scope of this work did not include the addition of arguments into an existing knowledge base, leaving room for exploration into how the approach can support the evolution of established argument maps. Future work will focus on implementing and extending this approach in real large-scale deliberation scenarios.
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